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The Prophet's Dictionary by Paula Price is an essential tool for laymen, prophets, prophesiers,

pastors, intercessors, and dreamers of dreams. As an all-in-one dictionary and reference book

containing over 1,600 relevant definitions of terms and phrases for the prophetic realm of Christian

ministry, it exposes ancient religious seductions and how they have infiltrated movies, television,

and books. Prophetic visions and clues to interpreting their symbolism, imagery, and signs are also

included.People from all walks of life can benefit as this book aids in the understanding of what may

be expected from prophets or the prophetic ministry. Delve deeper and you will find much more.God

speaks to us today!
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I was very excited when I flipped through this book in my local Christian bookstore. I am a pastor

and seminary professor and always looking to find good background information on the Bible. When

I got this book, I was shocked at all the craziness within the pages!!This book is filled with errors.For

example, under the section of "NIMROD" the author states; "Truly, this was a man prepared for the

call on his life, which was to supply the children of Adam from Cain's lineage with an alternative

culture and religion..."Nimrod lived after the flood. The entire lineage of Cain ALL DIED IN THE

FLOOD!! Only Noah and his wife and kids survived. This is basic Bible 101.This is only one

example of the errors in this book and there are hundreds!!She states that MELCHIZEDEK was "the

priest of all creation, he officiated at the only Creator altar on the planet to propitiate the damage



done by Lucifer's rebellion and the subsequent demonic host evicted from heaven to terrorize the

earth."She states that Daniel was a prophet and the CHIEF OF THE MAGI in Babylon!She states

that Jehovah stopped the use of CAVES OF DIVINATION because people were worshipping other

gods beside Him.She states that Adam reigned over the earth for 70 years after his exile from Eden,

then was dethroned by the serpent. (See SACRED NUMBERS)She teaches that God was not the

actual agent of creation, nor the one who controls the destiny of nations because there are

PROTOCRATIC forces and PROTOCRATIC AGENTS (aka- angels) who did and do this for

Him.And the list goes on and on and on...Where is she getting this information??

When I purchased this book a few years back, I was drawn by the titled because of the connection

to the prophetic. I use to watch Paula Price on tv as a guest speaker or via program she had. I was

intrigued by her self assurance as a speaker and respected her and for what she shared. From her

testimony she shares of being into the occult and then became a Christian. Her book depicts much

research and hard work put into it. I figured there was much to learn from her book that I may not

have learned about as a resource after the written Word. As a believer I have for many years relied

and still do from the bible for answers in the area of dreams, VISIONS and the symbolic language of

the bible. To be honest I found some help from the book minus all the occult stuff that I feel she had

the need to share. I took all that occult definitions as a grain of salt and as plain definitions. I found

no use in learning about those areas and felt it difficult to receive in my spirit for those who

understand the term receive. Realizing that the more I tried to read it, the more I knew it was not a

book for me to keep in my home, so I got rid of it. I am not saying Paula's intentions were wrong but

they were more like iron and clay...both did not mixed for ME. I purchased a hard copy and Paula

Price is a known speaker who talks with passion and I wish her Gods best and the Holy Spirits

guidance in her life. The dictionary (manual) book she wrote is like her titled ..a dictionary. However,

I just want others to be careful what you allow your eye gate to read as you ingest the book.

Sometimes, hunger for spiritual things can lead you to read something in an innocent way but can

be unhealthy. Remember that the bible is the source and everything is resource.
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